A novel Akt3 mutation associated with enhanced kinase activity and seizure susceptibility in mice
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In a phenotype-driven mutagenesis screen, a novel, dominant mouse mutation, Nmf350, caused low seizure threshold, sporadic tonic–clonic seizures, brain enlargement and ectopic neurons in the dentate hilus and molecular layer of the hippocampus. Genetic mapping implicated Akt3, one of four candidates within the critical interval. Sequencing analysis revealed that mutants have a missense mutation in Akt3 (encoding one of three AKT/protein kinase B molecules), leading to a non-synonymous amino acid substitution in the highly conserved protein kinase domain. Previous knockout studies showed that Akt3 is pivotal in postnatal brain development, including a smaller brain, although seizures were not observed. In contrast to Akt3Nmf350, we find that Akt3 null mice exhibit an elevated seizure threshold. An in vitro kinase assay revealed that Akt3Nmf350 confers higher enzymatic activity, suggesting that Akt3Nmf350 might enhance AKT signaling in the brain. In the dentate gyrus of Akt3Nmf350 homozygotes, we also observed a modest increase in immunoreactivity of phosphorylated ribosomal protein S6, an AKT pathway downstream target. Together these findings suggest that Akt3Nmf350 confers an increase of AKT3 activity in specific neuronal populations in the brain, and a unique dominant phenotype. Akt3Nmf350 mice provide a new tool for studying physiological roles of AKT signaling in the brain, and potentially novel mechanisms for epilepsy.

INTRODUCTION

Epilepsy, defined by recurrent seizures resulting from abnormal, synchronized neuronal discharges in the brain, affects up to 1% among the population. A genetic contribution to the disease has been estimated for about 40% of epilepsy patients (1). In recent years, advanced genetic approaches, such as association studies of candidate genes and genome-wide linkage studies with patients or family cases, have provided a better understanding of the genetic basis of idiopathic generalized epilepsies, with the identification of more than 20 variants involved in these disorders (2). The majority of responsible genes, however, remain unidentified because of the multifactorial etiology and genetic heterogeneity of the disease.

Phenotype-based chemical mutagenesis with ethylnitrosourea (ENU) has been performed with high success and efficiency to obtain new animal models of various neurological disorders and to discover human disease genes (3–7). The electroconvulsive threshold (ECT) test in mice has been used extensively to advance the study of human seizures, and is an integral part of the ongoing program for development of antiepileptic drugs. We adopted ECT as a robust screening tool to find seizure-prone or resistant genes following ENU mutagenesis. Using this approach, we previously discovered that a dominant mutation, Szt1, lowers the seizure threshold in mice without spontaneous seizures (8). Interestingly, genetic analysis revealed that the Szt1 mutation was a spontaneous deletion that included the Kcnq2 gene, the human orthologue of which is mutated in human epilepsy families. This provided proof of principle that ECT can be a relevant screening tool to develop genetic models that are relevant for human epilepsy research.

Upstream and downstream molecules involved in serine/threonine kinase AKT pathways have been implicated in mechanisms of epilepsy (9–13). AKT, also known as...
protein kinase B (PKB), is a critical signaling molecule in the phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase (PI3K) pathway involved in diverse cellular processes such as cell survival, growth, proliferation, metabolism, and migration (14,15). Recent reports have emphasized the new roles for AKT in neurobiology, such as in brain development, synaptic plasticity, and neurodegeneration (16–20). Upregulation of AKT has been also implicated in neuroprotection and neurogenesis after brain injuries such as stroke and seizures in both rodents and humans (21–24). Of the three AKT genes expressed in mammalian cells: AKT1 (PKBo), AKT2 (PKBb) and AKT3 (PKBγ), AKT3 is the most prominent in the brain and testis, while AKT1 is ubiquitous, and AKT2 predominantly expressed in the liver, skeletal muscle, and adipose tissues. Targeted disruption of each isoform in mice has been reported. Akt1 null mice display placental hypotrophy and a reduction in body weight, while Akt2 deficient mice exhibit a diabetes-like syndrome with mild growth retardation (19,25–27). Akt3 null mice show a selective reduction in brain size—25% smaller than wild-type brains with no difference in body size—suggesting that Akt3 plays a crucial role in postnatal brain development (16,17). Previously, Akt3 gene mutations have been reported in melanoma tumor cell lines but not in neurological diseases such as epilepsy (28). On the other hand, altered mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling, one of the major downstream pathways of AKT, is observed not only in a mouse model of tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC, characterized by dysplastic and enlarged neurons, reduced myelination, seizure activity, and limited survival), but also in experimental epilepsy models, such as kainate-induced status epilepticus in rats (9–11). Similarly, conditional knockout mice for Pten, which is a negative regulator of AKT, have seizures and increased brain size (12,13,29). Notably, an increase in the phosphorylation level of AKT, and of one particular downstream molecule, ribosomal protein S6, has been observed in these models corresponding to activated mTOR signaling. In addition, their seizures were commonly suppressed by the mTOR inhibitor, rapamycin, suggesting that AKT/mTOR pathways mediate mechanisms underlying epileptic seizures. However, isoform-specific roles of AKT in the brain have not been fully clarified (10,30).

Here, we report a missense mutation in the Akt3 gene, originally detected as showing a low threshold to ECT inherited in a dominant fashion. To determine the role of Akt3Nmf350, we further characterized the seizure threshold and brain anatomy of Akt3Nmf350 mutant mice compared with Akt3 null mice. We also assessed kinase activity of mutant AKT3 expressed in human embryonic kidney (HEK) culture cells and investigated increased phosphorylation activities involved in the AKT pathway in vivo by western blotting and phospho-S6 immunofluorescence.

RESULTS

A novel ENU-induced missense mutation in Akt3

The Nmf350 mutation was found to reduce the ECT in a neurological phenotype screen of ENU-mutagenized progeny. Nmf350 mice displayed generalized, tonic–clonic seizures or maximal tonic hindlimb extension seizures in response to transcorneal electrical stimulation at a stimulus setting where approximately 3% of the wild-type C57BL/6J (B6) population reach a generalized tonic–clonic seizure (female, 6.5 mA; male, 8.0 mA) (31). In an initial secondary screen, two of the four mice from a mutant family but none of the seven control B6 mice exhibited generalized, tonic–clonic seizures after treatment with the non-competitive GABA_A antagonist, pentylenetetrazol (PTZ). Spontaneous seizures were also observed sporadically during cage changing in mutant mice older than 6 months of age, but no interictal epileptic EEG were observed in overnight EEG recording (data not shown). The epileptic behaviors in these mice were similar to those commonly described in other mouse strains with handling-associated seizures (32–34), and began with a limbic phase (jaw clonus, ventral then dorsal neck flexion, forelimb paddling/clonus), followed by a generalized phase including the loss of posture, Straub tail and excessive salivation and ending in a prolonged quiescent period. In preliminary studies, no anatomical defects were detected using conventional histology except for the absence of the corpus callosum in two mutant animals. These preliminary data were collected prior to 2006 as part of the former Jackson Laboratory Neuroscience Mutagenesis Facility (NMF; http://www.jax.org/nmf).

In order to map the Nmf350 mutation, B6J-Nmf350/+ heterozygotes were mated to BALB/cByJ (BALB) mice, which have a similar seizure threshold as B6J (31), and affected F1 hybrids were backcrossed to normal BALB mice. Forty-four backcross progeny were used for a whole genome scan using SNP markers, resulting in a potential association on distal Chromosome 1 (data not shown). To confirm the association and to narrow the critical interval, additional informative recombinant mice and their N3 progeny were ECT-tested. A very strong association (peak LOD score = 14.929) was detected between D1Frk9 and D1Mit115 (at 178.5 and 179.5 Mb, respectively; Fig. 1A). These efforts resulted in a 1 Mb critical interval that contained four candidate genes; Cep170 (centrosomal protein 170), Sdcag8 (serologically defined colon cancer antigen 8), Akt3 (thymoma viral proto-oncogene 3) and Zfp238 (zinc finger protein 238; Fig. 1B). Because a neurological abnormality had been reported in Akt3 knockout mice (16,17), and because of its very strong expression in the adult hippocampus and cerebral cortex in particular, Akt3 was considered the best candidate for Nmf350. Sequencing of all Akt3 exons identified a single A to T substitution in exon 219, which predicts an amino acid substitution of aspartic acid to valine (D219V; Figs 1C and 2A). D219 is located in the kinase domain of PKBγ/AKT3 and is evolutionally conserved among different species and other kinase family members at corresponding positions (Fig. 2A and B). AKT3 protein levels in whole brain extracts from both Nmf350 heterozygous and homozygous mice were not different from wild-type mice (Fig. 2C). No candidate mutations were identified in a complete survey of the coding exons of the remaining three candidate genes (data not shown).

Akt3Nmf350 and Akt3tm1Mbb (null) mutants have opposite seizure thresholds

The seizure threshold characteristics observed initially by NMF personnel were then examined in more detail.
The mean threshold to generalized tonic–clonic seizures was determined in Akt3Nmf350 heterozygotes, Akt3Nmf350 homozygotes and wild-type littermate or normal B6J mice at 6 weeks of age. As expected, in both males and females, the mean threshold for generalized, tonic–clonic seizures was significantly lower in Akt3Nmf350 heterozygous and homozygous mice than in wild-type animals ($P < 0.01$). The seizure thresholds in mA ($\pm$ SEM) for females were 6.3 $\pm$ 0.2 ($n = 5$), 6.0 $\pm$ 0.3 ($n = 8$) and 7.5 $\pm$ 0.3 ($n = 5$) mA in Akt3Nmf350/+; Akt3Nmf350/nmf350; and Akt3+/-, respectively; for males, 7.1 $\pm$ 0.3 ($n = 4$), 6.8 $\pm$ 0.4 ($n = 6$) and 8.8 $\pm$ 0.3 ($n = 3$) mA in Akt3Nmf350/+; Akt3Nmf350/nmf350; and Akt3+/-, respectively (Fig. 3). During the establishment of the Nmf350 colony and ECT testing at these thresholds, several mice were noted to progress rapidly past the minimal seizure response to maximal tonic hindlimb extension. In the test group alone, we also observed the same phenomenon in three mutant mice but in none of the wild-type mice.

Because maximal seizure responses were induced at stimulus settings that correspond to the 0.02% (female) or 0.0002% (male) response level in wild-type B6J, these observations further underscore the mutant’s susceptibility. We also confirmed that Akt3Nmf350 heterozygotes and homozygotes have a lower threshold to PTZ-induced seizures; following PTZ injection at a low dose of 40 mg/kg, three of the five Akt3Nmf350 heterozygotes and five of the six homozygotes exhibited generalized tonic–clonic seizures (with tonic hindlimb extension observed in one heterozygote and three homozygotes) compared with none of the seven wild-type animals showing any generalized seizure ($P < 0.0003$, Fisher’s exact test, Table 1).

Given the identity of the Nmf350 mutation in Akt3, it seemed noteworthy that spontaneous seizures were not reported in prior studies of Akt3 null mutants (16,17), nor did we ever observe seizures in our Akt3 null colony. Nevertheless, seizure susceptibility had not been proactively assessed in Akt3 null mutants.
To investigate whether lacking Akt3 has any effect on seizure threshold, we examined Akt3tm1Mbb homozygous, Akt3tm1Mbb heterozygous and wild-type mice. In contrast to Akt3Nmf350, Akt3tm1Mbb null homozygotes showed significantly elevated seizure threshold compared with wild-type (Fig. 3; homozygous, 8.23 mA, n = 17; wild-type, 7.22 mA, n = 17; P < 0.05, Tukey's HSD test). Confoundingly, Akt3tm1Mbb heterozygotes at first appeared to have a lower seizure threshold even when compared with the wild-type. However, we recognized that the Akt3tm1Mbb null mutation resides in the B6J.129P2-Akt3tm1Mbb congenic strain that would carry 129-derived DNA flanking the Akt3 locus, and that very closely linked to Akt3 on Chr 1 is a major quantitative trait locus Szs1, from which the 129 allele would be expected to confer a lower threshold than B6J (35). To test whether the inheritance of a 129-derived background passenger allele could account for the lower seizure threshold of Akt3tm1Mbb heterozygotes, we determined the seizure threshold of B6J.129S-Fcgr2bmt1Rav heterozygotes. These mice carry a null allele in the unrelated Fcgr2b gene—not highly expressed in the brain—and also the 129 allele of the prime candidate gene for Szs1, Kcnj10 (35). We determined that the seizure threshold of B6J.129S-Fcgr2bmt1Rav heterozygotes was indeed lower than littermate controls by approximately the same amount as Akt3 null heterozygotes (Fig. 3). From this, we conclude that similar coinheritance of Szs1 in Akt3 null mice is fully sufficient to explain the low seizure threshold of Akt3tm1Mbb heterozygotes. These results also imply that the raised seizure threshold of Akt3tm1Mbb heterozygotes is even more striking, that is, given the linked presence of susceptible, 129-derived allele of Szs1 which would work additively against it.

**Increased brain weight and size and ectopic hippocampal neurons in Akt3Nmf350 mice**

Akt3 null mice were previously observed to have decreased brain weight and size compared with the wild-type (16,17). Akt3Nmf350 adult heterozygous and homozygous mice were examined for body and brain weight and compared with age- and gender-matched control wild-type mice. Akt3Nmf350 mice demonstrated significantly larger brains than the wild-type, relative to body size, across both mutant genotypes (Table 2; Fig. 4A). Conventional histology revealed no
obvious defects in general anatomical organization but suggested of an enlarged hippocampus in the mutant brain compared with the wild-type control (Fig. 4B). Preliminary histology had also suggested the presence of ectopic neurons in the hippocampus of a homozygous mutant (data not shown). To explore this observation, immunohistochemistry for KI67, a marker of proliferating cells, and doublecortin (DCX), a marker of early differentiated neurons, were conducted on three Akt3Nmf350 homozygous, six Akt3Nmf350 heterozygous and five wild-type brains. All three homozygotes showed an excess of ectopic cellular staining in the hilus and molecular layer. Findings were most pronounced in the youngest homozygote (6 weeks) relative to older homozygotes (12 weeks), likely reflecting greater proliferation rates in younger animals (Fig. 4C).

Akt3 null heterozygous mice also showed a suggestive trend towards increased numbers of ectopic cells (data not shown). Heterozygous animals were also examined for altered rates of adult hippocampal neurogenesis. A modification of the optical dissector approach was used to assess the number of KI67-positive cells from 20-week-old wild-type (n = 4) and Akt3Nmf350 heterozygous (n = 5) animals. The number of KI67-positive cells/dentate was virtually identical on each group (WT, 43.8 + 4.7; Akt3Nmf350, 41.3 + 8.2; P = 0.791, Student’s t-test), suggesting no change in proliferation rates, although changes at other time points or in homozygotes cannot be excluded. We also noticed that one of ~20 mutants studied for histology had an absent corpus callosum.

**Akt signaling in Akt3Nmf350 mice**

The increased brain size of Akt3Nmf350 mutants, contrasted with the decrease in Akt3 null mice, as well as the presence of ectopic hippocampal neurons prompted us to hypothesize that Akt3Nmf350 causes an increase in AKT signaling activity during development. To determine whether this associated with an increase in phosphorylation of AKT3 itself, by western blot we examined protein homogenates from whole brain, first using a pan-AKT antibody for the Ser 473 phosphorylation site. It is important to note that assessment of AKT isoform-specific function in the brain is complicated by the coexpression of the other two isoforms, AKT1 and AKT2. Nevertheless, in previous studies, a decrease in overall phospho-Akt (Ser 473) was detected in Akt3 null mice, presumably reflecting a decreased phosphorylation level of AKT3 itself (16,17). For this reason, we thought it might be possible to observe altered phosphorylation of total AKT in Akt3Nmf350 even in the presence of AKT1 and AKT2. However, by western blot of brain
homogenates, we found that the amount of total activated AKT was not different from the wild-type (Fig. 5). Similarly, we examined the phosphorylation level of AKT substrates, such as S6, TSC2 (tuberin) and Forkhead box O3 (FOXO3, also known as FKHRL1), but no obvious differences were observed (Fig.5).

Therefore, because of the coexpression of three AKT isoforms in the brain, to assess the kinase activity conferred by \( \text{Akt3}^{Nmf350} \) we conducted an \textit{in vitro} assay following transient expression of HA-tagged recombinant wild-type AKT3 and mutant AKT3 (NMF350 -D219V) in HEK293 cells. In five separate experiments, mutant AKT3 consistently gave an approximately 2-fold higher kinase activity than the wild-type, suggesting that the \( \text{Nmf350} \) mutation enhances the kinase function of AKT3 (\( P < 0.05; \) Fig. 6).

Although the presence of other AKT proteins is a complicating factor for detection of quantitative changes in brain homogenates, we suspected that an effect of \( \text{Akt3}^{Nmf350} \) would be more obvious in selected neuronal types or brain regions where the level of AKT3 is particularly high compared with the other isoforms. Immunofluorescence microscopy studies were performed on histological sections, using the antibody against phosphorylated S6. In adult brain sections, we indeed observed more cells positive for phospho-S6 in \( \text{Akt3}^{Nmf350} \) mice than wild-type littermates, particularly in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus (\( n = 3 \) per genotype; Table 2).

**Table 2.** Body and brain weight of adult (7–9 month-old) \( \text{Akt3}^{Nmf350} \) mice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Body weight (g), Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Brain weight (g), Mean ± SD</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Male Body weight (g), Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Brain weight (g), Mean ± SD</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild-type</td>
<td>24.6 ± 1.25</td>
<td>0.460 ± 0.013</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>32.8 ± 1.69</td>
<td>0.442 ± 0.018</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Akt3}^{Nmf350/+} )</td>
<td>24.6 ± 1.25</td>
<td>0.519 ± 0.013*</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>30.5 ± 1.60</td>
<td>0.545 ± 0.014**</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Akt3}^{Nmf350/Nmf350} )</td>
<td>23.1 ± 1.37</td>
<td>0.566 ± 0.014**</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31.3 ± 1.96</td>
<td>0.562 ± 0.018**</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\*\( P < 0.05, \) \**\( P < 0.01 \) compared with the corresponding mean value of wild-type mice by using Tukey’s HSD test.

**Figure 4.** Increased brain size and ectopic hippocampal neurons in \( \text{Akt3}^{Nmf350} \) mice. (A) Brains were dissected from 35-week-old wild-type (WT) and \( \text{Akt3}^{Nmf350} \) homozygous (Nmf350) mice (\( n = 3 \)). The mutant brain was clearly larger than that of the wild-type. (B) Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining (top) or immunofluorescence for DCX (red) of sagittal brain sections derived from wild-type (WT) and \( \text{Akt3}^{Nmf350} \) homozygous (Nmf350) mice also suggested that the hippocampus was larger. (C) Confocal maximum projections of DCX (red) immunostaining in the hippocampus of 12-week-old wild-type and Nmf350 mice are shown in the top row. Images are from the dentate hilus (H; boxed region in inset). Hilar ectopic granule cells were rare in wild-type animals and common in Nmf350 mice (blue arrows). The middle and bottom rows show confocal projections of DCX (red) and KI67 (green) immunostaining from a younger, 6-week-old, Nmf350 mouse. In this animal, DCX immunoreactive hilar ectopic cells were more numerous relative to older animals (middle row, blue arrows) and proliferating KI67-positive cells were present in the hilus (light blue arrowhead). Ectopic granule cells (blue arrows) were also evident in the dentate molecular layer (ml, see inset for orientation). Scale bar = 50 μm.
cause a loss of function. Indeed, we found that seizure resistance, indicating that Akt3Nmf350 young and adult mutants. In contrast, DCX-positive ectopic neurons in the hippocampus in both and increased brain size. We also observed KI67/ cal and PTZ-induced seizures, sporadic spontaneous seizures gotes and homozygotes showed high susceptibility to electri-

Figure 7A). Co-immunofluorescence with a mature neuronal cell marker, anti-NeuN, revealed that the majority of the phospho-S6-positive cells displayed NeuN immunoreactivity in the nucleus (Fig. 7A), indicating the subpopulation of neurons that highly expressed phospho-S6 in Akt3Nmf350 homozygotes. In other regions such as CA1 and cerebral cortex, mutants and wild-type showed similar immunoreactivity of phospho-S6 (Fig. 7B and C).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we identified a novel missense mutation, D219V, in the Akt3 gene of Nmf350 mice. Both Akt3Nmf350 heterozygotes and homozygotes showed high susceptibility to electrical and PTZ-induced seizures, sporadic spontaneous seizures and increased brain size. We also observed KI67/ DCX-positive ectopic neurons in the hippocampus in both young and adult mutants. In contrast, Akt3 null mice showed seizure resistance, indicating that Akt3Nmf350 is unlikely to cause a loss of function. Indeed, we found that Akt3Nmf350 causes an increase of kinase activity in transfected HEK culture cells, compared with the wild-type, and we also observed an increase in immunoreactivity of phosphorylated S6 in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus in Akt3Nmf350 homozygotes. Altogether, our results suggest that Akt3Nmf350 may increase the kinase function of Akt3, and that the isoform-specific enhanced activity of the AKT signaling pathways results in a unique phenotype in Akt3Nmf350 mice.

Akt3Nmf350 was mapped to an ~1 Mb segment on mouse Chromosome 1, containing three candidate genes in addition to Akt3. Cep170 was first identified as an interaction partner of Polo-like kinase 1 (Pik1) by using a yeast two-hybrid screen and human cells and suggested a role in the regulation of centrosome maturation during cell cycle (36). Sdccag8 encodes NY-CO-8, which was originally found as a colon cancer autoantigen by serological analysis of recombinant cDNA expression libraries of human colon cancers and later indentified as being the C-terminal portion of human and mouse CCCAP (the centrosomal colon cancer autoantigen protein) (37). No animal studies have been reported of Cep170 or Sdccag8 and their functions in the brain are unknown. On the other hand, Zfp238, also known as RP58, encodes a DNA binding protein and exhibits a sequence-specific transcriptional repressor activity (38). The RP58 transcripts are highly expressed in the cerebral cortex in the embryonic mouse brain and the expression is maintained particularly in glutamatergic neurons in adult cerebral cortex. Recently, Zfp238 null mice have been reported to show dysplasia of the neocortex and of the hippocampus, reduction of the number of mature cortical neurons and abnormal neuronal migration within the cortical plate (39). We have sequenced all of the coding exons in these candidate genes, and no variants were found. Together with the contrasting phenotypes conferred by the dominant Akt3Nmf350 allele when compared with Akt3 null mice, it is reasonable to conclude that the D219V mutation in Akt3 is the cause of the phenotypes in Nmf350 mutants.

AKT3 is the predominant AKT isoform in the adult mammalian brain, accounting for ~50% of the total AKT in the cerebral cortex and hippocampus (16). Mouse knockouts of Akt3 have been reported from two separate groups (16,17). Both studies demonstrated that the disruption of Akt3 leads to selective reduction of brain weight in adult mice, which presumably results from smaller and fewer cells than those in the normal brain. Because the brain weight of newborn mice showed no difference between Akt3 null and wild-type animals, it has been suggested that Akt3 has an essential role in postnatal brain development. No other anatomical malformations of the brain were observed except for a thinning of the corpus callosum reported by the one group (17). In contrast to Akt3 null mice, the brain weight of Akt3Nmf350 mice was significantly increased, and there was suggestive enlargement of the hippocampus and particularly in Akt3Nmf350 homozygotes, notable DCX-positive and KI67-positive ectopic neurons in the hilus and the molecular layer. However, the question of whether the increase in brain weight results from an increase in cell size and/or cell number remains to be investigated. The PI3K and TOR kinases play a central role in the signaling network controlling growth of organisms, and PTEN negatively regulates this pathway (40). Selective deletion of Pten in specific neuronal populations causes progressive macrocephaly with seizures and ataxia in mice (12,13). In the mutants, neurons lacking Pten expressed high levels of phosphorylated AKT and S6, and showed an increase of soma size. In addition, rapamycin treatment strongly suppressed both seizure activities and hypertrophy of cortical neurons in Pten mutants. Although the specific isoform of AKT and other AKT-independent pathways were not addressed in those studies, the loss of Pten could globally affect its downstream pathways that are present in the selected neurons, resulting in marked phenotypes such as frequent spontaneous seizures and neuronal hypertrophy (approximately 2-fold increase in brain mass in adult mice).
Compared with the Pten mutants, we observed a relatively mild phenotype in Akt3Nmf350 mice: an \( \approx 1.2 \)-fold increase in brain size without obvious abnormal cell morphology, and sporadic spontaneous seizures. The relative subtlety may be due to the possibility that the Akt3Nmf350 mutation affects signaling events dependent solely on AKT3 activity. Moreover, total AKT phosphorylation was not altered in the Akt3Nmf350 cerebrum, while in the previous study the inactivation of Akt3 did lower the amount of phosphorylated AKT in the brain with a 38% reduction (17). In addition, our immunofluorescence study showed moderate but not excessive increase in phospho-S6 signal in the Akt3Nmf350 hippocampus. Together, these results suggest that Akt3Nmf350 is unlikely to be constitutively active but rather has increased kinase activity, potentially in an activity-dependent manner. Indeed, we have examined phospho-S6 in animals treated with PTZ. Preliminary results suggest that a low dose of PTZ (20 mg/kg) caused an increased activation of phospho-S6 in the brain of Akt3Nmf350 mice compared with wild-type littermates (data not shown). Further research is required to understand how Akt3Nmf350 increases the AKT3 kinase function.

**Figure 6.** Immunoprecipitation kinase assay with recombinant AKT3 and mutant AKT3 (D219V). HA-tagged wild-type AKT3 or mutant AKT3 (D219V) protein was transiently expressed in HEK293 cells and purified with the HA antibody for the kinase assay. The recombinant GSK3 protein was used as a substrate. (A) Representative results from five separate in vitro kinase assays. The amount of both phosphorylated substrates and existent HA-tagged AKT3 proteins were measured by western blot analysis. Arrow indicates the specific band of p-GSK3\( \alpha/\beta \) at 27 kDa. (B) The mean kinase activity of wt AKT3 and mt AKT3. Kinase activity was assessed as a relative band intensity of p-GSK to HA and compared between wt and mt AKT3 by a paired t-test (wt Akt3, 0.63 \pm 0.18; mt Akt3, 1.15 \pm 0.52, \( n = 5 \) in each group, \( P = 0.0410 \)).

**Figure 7.** Increased expression of phosphorylated S6 protein in the Akt3Nmf350 hippocampus. Sections of adult wild-type (wt) and Akt3Nmf350 homozygous (Nmf350) mice were immunostained with the antibodies against phospho-S6 and NeuN. Elevated levels of phosphorylated S6 were seen in the dentate gyrus of Nmf350 mice when compared with wild-type animals (A). Those cells were also NeuN positive. Phospho-S6-positive neurons were occasionally or broadly seen in the CA1 (B) or cerebral cortex (C) area in both Akt3Nmf350 and wild-type animals with the same level, respectively. Scale bars indicate 50 \( \mu m \).
The present study provides the novel observation that Akt3 can affect seizure susceptibility—showing higher seizure threshold in the Akt3 null, or lower seizure threshold and sporadic convulsions in Nmfa50 mice. This generally supports the idea that AKT signaling is implicated in epilepsy. The underlying mechanism and specific target substrates, however, remain unknown. It is an important question whether seizure susceptibility in Akt3Nmf350 mutants is directly related to abnormal synaptic transmission or neuronal cell survival mediated by PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathways, or is a secondary result of abnormal brain development, involving cell proliferation, migration and/or synaptogenesis. Indeed, the presence of DCX- and Ki67-positive ectopic hippocampal neurons suggests a developmental abnormality perhaps affecting neuronal migration or localization; the low penetrance absent corpus callosum phenotype is also consistent with an early defect. Studies using young animals and/or conditional gene targeting will be critical to ascertain causally the developmental effect of AKT3 levels on seizures.

In summary, the Akt3Nmf350 allele confers an increase in AKT3 activity in specific neuronal populations in the brain, resulting in a unique dominant phenotype distinct from Akt3 null mice and all other known mouse models related to seizure susceptibility. In the brain, and potentially novel mechanisms for seizure susceptibility.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals

Nmfa50 mice were generated by ENU mutagenesis in The Jackson Laboratory NMF on the C57BL/6J (B6J) background as described previously (8). Briefly, B6J males were injected intraperitoneally at 8–10 weeks of age with either 2 × 100, 2 × 110, 2 × 120, 3 × 80 or 3 × 85 mg/kg ENU. Following a 10-week sterility period, each ENU-treated B6J male (G0) was mated with B6J females to generate G1 males. The G1 males were used in a three-generation breeding scheme, resulting in a unique dominant phenotype distinct from Akt3 null mice and all other known mouse models related to seizure susceptibility. In the brain, and potentially novel mechanisms for seizure susceptibility.

Genotyping of Akt3Nmf350 and Akt3 knockout mice

Genotyping for Akt3Nmf350 was performed by PCR or PCR followed by sequencing. For the PCR assay, the wild-type allele was amplified with forward primer, 5'-GAATAATTTCTCCAGAACAAGAC, and reverse primer (Akt3 x 8R), 5'-AGACCTGCTGTGGAGCTGAG, and the mutant allele was amplified with forward primer, 5'-GAATAATTTCTCCAGACAAGAC, and reverse primer, Akt3 x 8R. The products were distinguished on a 2% agarose gel. For sequencing-based genotyping, a 260 bp region in exon 8 containing the Nmfa50 mutation was amplified with forward primer 5'-AGTGCTCATCACA ACTACAAA and reverse primer 5'-GGCATTCCTTG TACTACAGAG. Subsequently, PCR products were sequenced by The Jackson Laboratory core DNA sequence service on an ABI 3730xl DNA analyzer. Akt3 null mice were genotyped as previously described (Easton 2005).

ECT test

ECT was determined as previously described (31). Briefly, animals at 6 weeks of age or given age in the text were stimulated via silver transcorneal electrodes using an electroconvulsive stimulator (Ugo Basile Model 7801) modified as described previously and using a topical anesthetic (31). For phenotype detection, strain development and genetic mapping, each animal was tested once per day at a single

Genetic and mutational analysis

The Akt3Nmf350 mutation was originally mapped in a backcross population: (B6J-Nmfa50 x BALB)F1 X BALB. Backcross mice were assessed for generalized, tonic–clonic seizures (previously described as ‘minimal forebrain clonic seizures’) using a modified Racine scale (the key endpoints were seizure grade: 0, no observable symptoms; 3, generalized, tonic–clonic seizures consisting of rearing, forelimb and jaw clonus, loss of posture, neck flexion and Straub tail; 5, tonic extension of the hindlimbs). For the whole genome scan, 44 backcross mice were genotyped for 93 SNP markers across the genome (KIbiosciences, Cambridge, UK) and the data were analyzed in Mapmanager QTX for associations between marker genotype and combined seizure score. For confirmation, additional backcross mice were added—making a total of 58—and all backcross DNAs were genotyped further with SSLP markers on Chromosome 1. Several hundred additional recombinant progeny were genotyped with 22 SSLPs for fine mapping, including D1Frk9 (forward primer, 5'-GAATAAACCTGACCCAGTTGT and reverse primer, 5'-AGTGCTCATCACA AGTCAAAA). Null animals with recombinations within the critical interval were progeny tested by crossing to BALB, and N2 progeny were ECT tested to determine the minimal critical interval.
sub-threshold level corresponding to the 3% response level for wild-type B6J mice and evaluated using categorical seizure endpoints. After the strain was developed, the seizure threshold of individual animals was determined by sequential daily testing until the threshold was reached, and the mean threshold was calculated for each genotype group.

PTZ-induced seizure test
Mice were subcutaneously injected with a dose of PTZ (40 mg/kg), and monitored for 30 min. Latencies to the first three occurrences of the following seizure endpoints were recorded: twitch or myoclonic jerk, abortive tonic clonic seizure (i.e. twitch followed by ventral flexion of the neck and Straub tail, without further progression), generalized tonic clonic seizure and tonic hindlimb extension.

Western blot analysis
Protein extracts in lysis buffer [20 mM Tris (pH 7.2), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% NP40, 10 mM NaF, 1 mM Na3VO4, 10% glycerol, complete protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) and HalTM phosphatase inhibitor single-use cocktail (Thermo Scientific)] were obtained from cerebrum homogenates, resolved by SDS gradient PAGE and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. Blots were probed with the primary antibodies and reacted with the secondary antibodies. Protein bands were detected using the ECL-plus chemiluminescent reagent (Amersham Biosciences). The antibodies against phospho-AKT (Ser 473), AKT, AKT3, phospho-S6 (Ser 21/9), S6, phospho-FOXO3, FOXO3 and phospho-TSC2 were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology. The antibodies against TSC2 and transfection of culture cells were purchased from Santa Cruz.

Plasmid construction of HA-mutant (mt) Akt3 (D219V) and transfection of culture cells
The Akt3N129350 mutation (D219V) was introduced in pcDNA3.1-HA-murine Akt3 by a PCR-based site-directed mutagenesis method (41), using mutagenic primers 5'-CCTTCCAGACAAAAAGTCCGGTTTG and 5'-CAC AAACGGACTTTTGTCTGGAAGG, and flanking primers 5'-TAAATACGACTCATATAGGG and 5'-TAGAAGG CACAGTGCAGG. The mutation was confirmed by sequencing. HEK293 cells were maintained in DMEM medium with 10% fetal bovine serum at 37°C with 5% CO2. Cells were transfected with GFP, HA-Akt3 or HA-mt-Akt3 plasmid using lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Forty-eight hours after transfection, cells were serum deprived for 10 h and treated with insulin (500 nM; 15 min). Treated cells were harvested in a lysis buffer. The protein lysates was used for the following kinase assay.

Kinase assay
The AKT Kinase Assay Kit (Cell Signaling Technology) was used according to the manufacturer’s instructions with slight modifications. Briefly, cell lysates were immunoprecipitated with the HA agarose-conjugated antibody (Sigma). The immunoprecipitates were incubated for 30 min at 30°C in 40 μl of kinase buffer supplemented with 200 μM ATP and 1 μg of GSK3 fusion protein (CGPKPGRRGRRTSSFAEG), as substrate. Samples were analyzed by SDS–PAGE and blotted on nitrocellulose membranes. The level of phosphorylated GSK3 was detected with the phospho-GSK3 alpha/beta (Ser 21/9) antibody. After stripping, blots were re-probed with the HA antibody and analyzed for normalizations. Experiments were repeated five times and the relative band intensity of phospho-GSK3 versus HA was compared between wild-type AKT and mutant AKT by matched pairs Student’s t-test using JMP software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Histology and immunofluorescence
Mice were perfused transcardially with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS. Following post-fix in 4% PFA overnight, brains were embedded in paraffin and cut into 6-μm sections, or were cryoprotected in 20% sucrose (v/w) overnight and then cut into 20-μm sections on a cryostat. Paraffin sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Immunofluorescence studies were carried out using both paraffin and cryo sections. The primary antibodies were diluted in PBS with 0.3% Triton X-100: phospho-S6 (1:100, Cell Signaling) and NeuN (1:100, Millipore). Microwave antigen retrieval was performed for paraffin sections prior to blocking. After overnight incubation at 4°C, the primary antibodies were detected with secondary antibodies conjugated with Alex Fluor 488 or 555 (1:1000, Invitrogen). Slides were counterstained with DAPI. DCX and Ki67 immunostaining were conducted on perfusion-fixed brains (as above) sectioned at 40 μm on a cryostat and mounted to gelatin-coated slides. Slides were blocked in PBS with 0.5% Igepal and 5% donkey serum, followed by an overnight incubation in DCX (1:400, SC-8066, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and Ki67 (1:100, VP-RM04, Vector Labs) primary antibodies at 4°C. Slides were rinsed in blocker and incubated for 4 h in Alex Fluor 488 and 555 secondary antibodies (1:750). Slides were then dehydrated in alcohols, cleared in xylenes and mounted with Krystalon (Fisher Scientific). Images of doublecortin and Ki67 immunoreactivity were captured with an SP5 confocal microscope set up on a DMI6000 stand (Leica Microsystems) equipped with ×10 (NA, 0.3) and ×63 (NA, 1.4) objectives.
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